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P!t.EFACE 
The original object of this thesis was to ascertain if coercive 
force measurements could be used for the determination of degree o~ 
malleablization in malleable irono Since firet stage graphitizat.ioo 
was involved, it was an~ natural that an interest in the mechanism 
o£ first stage graphitization devP.loped. The investigation which 
resulted from this interest was done primarilY for the edification of 
the author 1 however it was subeaquently deemed of enough importance to 
be included in this thesis. For this reason the thesis may appear 
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IN TRODUCTI s:N. 
/ 
Malleable iron was first produced by Reaumur in Euro~e in 1722. 
1 
" " 
His product was the so cal ed ~ite Heart malleable in which the 
carbon was completely removed by prolonged heating at relatively high 
temperatures. In 1826 Seth Boyden, in this co1mtry, produced "Black 
Heart• malleable iron which became a. standard American product. 11 Black 
1\ Heart malleable is a ferritio malleable iron consisting of nodules 
of graphite in a ferrite matrixo 
As was common ~th many metallurgical processes, the production 
.. 
of malleable iron cas tines was a closely guarded art for almost a h,mdred 
years. Little was known or really understood about ito Those who knew 
or discovered the technique of malleabli~ation kept it to themselves. 
'nlis was undoubtedly the cause of the retarded development of the theory 
of the process. No technical publication or p~per appeared in reg.qrd 
to the subject mtil the tum of the twentieth centuryo 
Sauveur (l) suggested and published a rudimentary iron carbon 
(1) A. Sauveur, Microstructure of Steel, Trans., AIME, Vol. 26, 1896, 
p866 
diagram in 1896 which indicated the various transformation temperatur e s 
and phase regions. In 1902 a paper (2) 1.ppeared which noted some of 
(2) CharPT and Grenet, On the Equilibrium of the Iron-Carbon Sys~ems, 
Engine ering (London) Vol 73, p 262 
the· ef't'ects of silicon on malleablization. Henry HOW"e (3) in 1Y08 
(J) Henr.y Howe, The Iron-Carbon Diagram, Trans., AIME, Vo1 )7 1 1 ) 08, 
p 3 
reviewed the malleable reaction and expanded the iron c.rbon di ~grrun 
2 
into a form similar to our modern diagram. Up to this time the terms 
and data concerned rl th the iron-carbon system had never been correlated 
or systematized. The days of the trade secrets were coming to an end 
in 1910 when Moldenke (4) published a book outlining .his knowledge and 
(4) R. Moldenke, The Production of Malleable Castings, The Penton 
Publishing Co., 1910 
experience. The dissemination of knowledge concerning malleablization 
technique was a great step forward and set the stage for the be.ttle o~ 
II '' 'Thy ·Vhi te Iron Graphitizes which started during the period of intense 
metallurgical research activity which followed ·-;orld War I. Merica (5) 
(5) Paul D. Merica and L. Jo Gurevich, Notes on the Graphiti?.ation of 
·Vhi te Cast Iron Upon Annealing, Tech o Paper of Bureau of Standards 
No 129, 1919 
in 1919 indicated that cernemtite in white iron decomposed at temperatures 
between 100• and 1100° C. producing temper carbon. He also stat~d th~t 
elements which promote graphitization upon casting and solidification 
promote it also during annealing by lowering the temperature range 
within which decomposition ~f cemE:n ti te is possible o 
Sch'lfart7., rionda, ?/hi te, and Archer were all very qr. ti ve in m:.tlle-
able iron research during the early 20 1s. In 192h Hayes (6) S'LlJrlMarized 
(6) A.;.son Hayes r1nri ·.yo J. Diederichs, Th e \~echanism for the GrRphi-
ti~ation o:f ,:hi.te Cast Iron and Its Applic'l.tion to Malleabli~ation, 
Bul 71, Io:ra :.~ta t.e Collei;e, 1924 
all the theories in an informative bull t'tj_rt. He outlinPci ~,he theo.ty· 
th;~t the so.tubili ty of c~rbon fron cementite in p;amma iron is greater 
than that of carbon from graphite. This in effect proposed the double 
line A • He believed that cementite was absorbed an,: c~rbon rejected 
em 
J 
a. t app. 1000•c. and that the process continued until equilibrium was 
reached between carbon and austenite o His t ,heory was based on the 
experimental X-r~ spectometer work which failed to show the presence 
of Fe C in gamma iron o He gave no explanati.on f'or the role of alloying 
3 
elements. 
The migration of carbon etill was unexplained and quite a problem. 
Honda (7) suggested that CO might carry carbon to the centers of 
( 7) Honda and Murakami, On Graphitization of Iron-carbon Alloys, 
Jo of Iron and Steel Institute, Vol 102, 1920, P 287 
nucleation. It must be remembered that investigators during this period 
were hampered by many inaccurate ideas, io~o a two phase gamma solid 
sol uti on. 
In 1932 Yap (8) ch~llenged the metastability of cementite oo 
(8) Chu-Phay Yap, The Free Energy, Entropny and Heat of Formation of 
Iron Carbide, Transo Faraday Socie~, No 138, Vol 28, 1932 
thermodynamic grounds. His work was later disputed by Schwartz (9) 
(9) H. A. Schwart7. 1 The Metastability of Cementite, Trans., ASM, 
Vol 23, 1935 
and Chipman. ( lO) An outstanding paper which settled many of the old 
(10) Ibid, John Chipman, Discussion, P. 135 
:.;roblems including the metastability of cemen~i te and a de.fini te iron-
carbon diagram wae present.ed by Mehl and Wells ~11) in 19)7. 
.. 
( 11) R. F. Mehl and Cyril ~ells, Constitution of High-Puri ey Ir~N ~ 
Carbon Alloys, Trans., AIItliiE, Vol 125, 1937, p h29 
L 
0uring the -'-,hirties there was much concern as to *hat constitutes 
a rrraphi t e particle nucleus and hoR such a nucleus was formed. In 
19 35 and 19 36 Sch,.,;ar t~ ( 12) ( 13) and R.uf.f proved rnetallographically 
( 1 2) :~ .A. Sch ·Nart~ and 'folfram Ruff, Origin and Growth of ~"- raphite 
Nucl e i i n So1id and Liquid Iron Solution, Trans., AIMME, Vol 120, 
1936, ? 217 
(13) H. A.. Schwart ?. , Nucleization of Graphite by .M.an5anese Sulphide, 
metals and Al1oys, Vol 6, 1935, p J28 
th,qt manganese sulfide could nucleate gr;tphite and Rlso expressed the 
opinion that a submicroscopic fragment of graphite or of a metallic 
oxid e or silicate, or only a field of .force due to surface tension at 
an interface could constitute a nucleue. He felt that there might be 
a combination of several types of nuclei in the same allqy~ 
In a classic paper published in 19)8 by Wells (14) the proposal 
(14) Cyril '!ells, Oraph1ti7.ation of' High Purity Iron-Carbon Alloys, 
Trans., ASl~: , Vol 26, 1938, p 2J 9 
that eraphite forms directly from austenitP. and also as a decomposition 
product of cernen ,ite \vas mad~. He stated that the graphite fro!"l solution 
oc curs a t former austenitic crain boundar1.es, possible at austenittc 
carbide masses, i n possible cracks of the brittle carbide, and as 
ap tJroximately sp.therical mnssAs. SchRartz (15) ~tated in 19h2 that the 
( 15) H. A. Schwartz, The Kinetics of . Graphitization in "'fhi te Cast 
Iron, Trans., .ASM, Vol 30, J9h2, p 1)28 
£>recess of graphitization ie initiated by appearance of carbon nodules 
at austenite-cementite interfaces in the white iror.. As 1 t continues, 
these nodu1es grow and surrotmd themselves with a cementite-free 
----------------- ---- ---- -- --
c' 
::J 
equiaxed zone. The carbon nodule then containe the carbon originally 
present as cementite in this zone., He endeavored to demonstrate the 
above theory with photomicrograph~ o He concluded that if condi tiona 
are un~avorable at cementite-austenite interfaces, graphite appears at 
other interfaces, presu.'l'!ledly between a potential nucleus and the austenite. 
In 1942 the Amdrican FQ~mdrymenR 1 A esociation held a symposium (16) 
(16) Symposium on Graphitization of Hhite Cast Iron, American Foundry-
mens ARsociation, 1942 
on, graphi ti ,-·.ation at which several excellent papers 'trere presented. 
Schwartz (17) summari?.ed his vie1-vs with regard to the mechanism of 
(17) Ibid, H. A. Schwartz, The Principles o£ Graphitization. 
graphiti~~ation. He repeated his con.1ecture that a graphite nodule 
grows around an oxide or sulfide particle that has been rejected at 
the surface of a cementite grain. In diecussing the effects of alloying 
elements he noted that silicon, aluminUJtl, titanium, zirconium, nickel, 
copper and uranium effect graphitization favorably and that manganese, 
chromium, molydenurn, vanadium and tungsten tend to retard 1_;raphi tization. 
He offered no positive theory to explain the mechanism which caused t,he 
above. He expressed the belief that dissolved oxygen might be bP.ne-
ficial in producing increased nodule count. He also disqussed the 
film theory of graphitization retardation whereby boron, sulphur, 
selenium and tellt.:.rium, wher present in quanti cy, can surround carbide 
particles. 
Another interesting paper dealing with the mechanism of graphi-
tization was presented at the symposium by ',f. D. McMillan.(l8) He 
( ld) Ibid, '.¥. D. tJ.cMi llan, The Effect of Composition on the Annealing 
of 1hite Cast Iron, p )0 
stated that increasing amo\mts of silicon increased the number of nuclei 
and also that the number of nuclei thus produced was apt to decrease with 
time at elevated temperatures. 
It might be noted that the papnr s presented at t,his relatively 
recent meeting were energetically discussed, indicating that no theory 
of the mechanism o1 graphitization was yet generally accepted. 
In 1949 Zener (l9) proposed a mathematical apf.>roach to the theory 
(19) C. Zener, Theory of Growth of Sphf~rical Precipitates from Solid 
Solutions, J of Applied PhYsics, Vol 20, 1949, p 950 
of growth of spherical precipitates from solid solutions. 
Brown and Hawkes ( 20) modified and applied Zener's approach 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
(20) B. F. Erown and M. F. Hawkes, Kinetics of Graphitization of Cast 
Iron, Trans., AF'S, Vol 59, 1951, p 181 
specifically to c::tst iron and publish~d their work on the kinetics o'f 
graphitization o!" 19t;lo 'nleir article is probably the most comprahen-
sive ~ublished in this country to date. Brown and Hawkes believe that 
gr8.phi te nuclei for ,n above the eutectoid temperature and that graphite 
atoms dif£use through austenite, from the decomposing cementite, to 
the growing graphite particleso The iran ~toms from the decomposed 
cementite join the austenite lattice. They postulated that..... fine 
carbides and those nearest the graphite nuclei deconposed first. The.y 
concluded, howev~r, that carbon diffusion rate is not the controlling 
factor. Their investigation appeared to show a discontinuous rate or 
growth of graphite nodules. They rationalized this \D'\usunl phenomen~ 
on the ba~is that the rates .)f nucleation and c;1rbon diffusion, both 
effected by temperature, WHre corapeti ti ve. 
It \"lns tht=!ir conviction that alloyino: eleMentR may effP-~t the 
rate of gra:;;hiti.zation primarily thr·: :u~-~h t.hf-!ir eff::~ct. on th '~ stability 
of the c -:\rbides. It a~)pears t.hat tht=:y based t,heir theory on th~! 
original work of Austin.(21) This -theory as ar)plied to mallP.able L:on 
( 21) J. F. Austin 1 The Effect of Ch:tnges in Conoi tion of Carbide on 
Some Pro.(.k:rt.ies of Steel, Trans., ASlvt, Vol Jd, 19i.7, p 28 
is based on the assumption that a graphit·.i7.ine elem~nt suhstitut.;s intc 
.qnd st.r etches the cementite lattice, therety TT1akir1g it more unstable. 
By the same analogy a substitutional stabilizer incre·: ses the str~ngth 
of th·~ resonance bond by contracting thr. lattice and ther~by stabilizin0 
the carbi..de. Also c~rtain eler.1ents which ente.t' 'Lhe l:itt:i ce inter-
sti. tw:.lly will t.end to strengthen t,he lattice o Al thour,h Rrown and 
Ha'N"kes pr8sent no P.XpertmP-ntal ev:iden~!e, they l;oint out several points 
in ravor of the theory i. .e. that certair~ deoxidizers, alur.lin1m!, boron, 
manganese, rt<' t .~H graphi ti z~rs in small qu:mti ties and stA=t.hili z;..~rs i · 
qu.'lnt.i t,i es in ~xcess of the ~.rnou.11t r1eedr>d for deoxidatton o 
Bro\m and Ha1.·!kHS postulatJe that tho site of nucleation is the 
~u.cleation a i>mci.l.on n.!' ceMRnti tf~-.q,·.tste'!"li tt~ int,,...rfaci .!""J.l area o The,v 
-:.: lso v~.r :i. fy !\Ae~~a llan 1 ~ wnrk to the effP.c t that thn n mnbP.r of n 'J.clci i ~ 
a fun~t.i.on of the time ai. tr-;-"lpPrai .. ure <J.nd t,hat th(~ curve has a rrn.xi·r.um 
incic:.ting that some nuclei t.end to redissolve. They propose that. the 
rate of nucleation and the rate o.f nodule growth both incrc<-l~e with 
increasing temperature o They conclusively show that the tot~l r eac ti on 
rate increases with increasing temperature. 
The sr~con(1 rcce:nt articlr~ of M~ jor importance is the British 
':ror k of Burk•~ 'L"l.d Owen ( ') ') ) '-' on graphi ti~'.ationo The investi ~a tion of 
( .:. 2 ) F' • R ur k e and 
in F'e-~ ~-~)i Alloys, 
l::r~4, p 1L.7 
• • ,:) • \ ) 1NC!'' , 
<~ .. of .Iron 
o;inetics of First Sta~e Graphi ti :-·ation 
hnd Steel Institute, Vol 176, Part 2, 
BroWT! and Hawkes was b ·:iSed ali'lost nn tirely or~ metallor.;;raphy. Purku 
and Owen used i!"l addition an in~::;enious dilrrtoT'l~tric technique plus 
an expti.'!ded m::tthemat.ica1 t.reatment. 
Burke and C"?ren show a v~ry interP.sthL~ isoth ,,rmal -:rapidti~ation 
curve as shoNn in t'i ~> l for a 2. '(5 _,~ r;, 1.1 d% Si aJloy, ·nhich rrtight be 
c~-i ·led a T-T-T c~Jrve for a malJ eable irono An intP-rf~stin~ feature of 
this plot is the comcept of a rather extended incubation perj_od at 
lower temperatures o This may be connected -ui th the prebake effect 3.S 
c i ted b y Br own • ( 2 3) 
(23) E. F. Urown, f·:i·fect, of Prebakin~ in 1/talleablizing Irons, American 
Fo :.mdry;,:m, .Feb, .. J.:;,~~ L, p 50 
t.hr ' 1 8 rli ffusion. rates; carb•')n, iro;1 qr:- 1 c3ilicon. They picture 
build '..lp. For cart, on diffusion to con tin118 ther a forc, silicon must 
diffuse a7rr-IYo Iron at.oms must qlsa diff:1se a;·;ay from t~e centers of 
n'.lcleation ir: •)l 'cier t.o rrovi.de frHe vo1umes for the ~ro·:rinP.: graphite. 
They shov; tha t incrnasjnr, the tmnper ;-Lture incrnases Tll.L~leA-tioc and 
~;rowth, <L"1d that the ra.te of ~rowth decrt:ases '.~~Ti th increasi:ig tin·=· 
rbE:.Y sho·•v that j ncreasinr; ternpera~.ure incrc::: ses nucleation to a 
greater extent than erowth. They appear to l'efute the dj. scontinUO'.lS 




























that increasing silicon markedly increases nucleation rate and also 
slightly increases average rate of growth o They indicate that 
isothermal graphitization conforms to tb·~ semi-emperical equation: 
y • 1 - exp ( -t/K )n 
10 
where t is time and K is an experimental constant dependent on chemistry 
and annealing tempera+,ureo The value of n varies slichtly, but is 
approximately equal to 4. 'l'hey gave a value of 68,000 cal/mole for the 
activation energy of graphitizationo 
In a r~port of recent investigations, Hultgren and Ostberg (24) 
( 2L.) Axel Hultgren and Gustaf Ostberg, Structural Changes D<rrin~: 
Annealin;~ Df '!hi te Cast Irons of High S :iV~n r(.a ti os., JournaJ of Iron 
and Steel Institute, April 1954, p 351. 
indicR-te tha. t in relatively high sulfur white irons 1 the favored 
nucleation site is the interface hetwee~ iron or man8anese sulfide 
and austenite or cementite. 
11 
DISCUSSION OF MECHANIS~ OF GRAPHITIZA.TIOO 
The theory of mall--,ablization is one of those mlusua.l technical 
processes nhich n~pear ver,y simple to any cupola hand, but rather more 
complicated and involved to the metallurgist or scientific investigator. 
Some of the more recent concepts of' the mechanism of lst stage 
malleablization are discussP-d in the following short resume. 
The transformation of white iron into the finished malleable 
iron is kno'Nn to be a two · step process. The first is the conversion of 
the cementite-pearlite structure by prolonged heating above the A 
em 
to austenite and graphite. The second stage of' the process is the 
formation of ferrite and graphite which is usually accomplished b,y 
slow cooling through the critical temperature range. As noted above, 
thie di.scussion is limited to first stage graphitization--the conversion 
of' . the cementi t~pearl'- te · structu1;e to graphite nodules and austenite • 
Graphite nodule formation has been well established· as a process 
of nucleation and · growth. Just exactly what consitutes a nucleus has 
been a point of coniecture for some time. It is kn~ that nuclei for 
. . . . " 
subsequent graphitization can bo present in the'' as cast · white . iron 
structure, and that the ntunber usual~ increases during annealing but 
a~so can reach a maximum and decrease. This indicates that nuclei can 
be precipitated and also be redissolved. A number of different ea.terials 
are lmown to be possible nuclei and there are probably different types 
of nuclei in the same allqy. 
In that graphi.te nodules are always fotmd at or near austenite-
cementite interfaces, it is assumed that nuclei form at these inter-
faces. This is very difricult to prove microscopically as one never 
knows if the right plain of intersection is being observed. However, 
if it can be assumed . that_ nuclei do form at cementite-austenite 
ir..t.erfaces it wouJd apt-Jear that nucleation rate depends on cr~Men ti t e -
austenite interfacial area. This may p~rtially ex~lain the rapid 
f; raphi t,ization of a quenched iron o The very fine carbides prod aced 
by tempering ~ould tend to form a large interfacial areac (25) It 
( 25) Axel Hul t :;ren and · Olav Edstrom, Graphitization of Martensite on 
Heating, Jernkontoret Annal e r, Vol 126, No.3, 1~42, p 8J. 
wo :ld ap :-Jear that austenitic :-;rain size might also play ::t role in 
nuclei formation. Aluminum laddle additions R.re known to cause small 
(26) 
nodules on subsequent annealine which ar·e probably caused by 
(2~) ) R. ~."f. Heine, Effects of Deoxidizing Additions on Foundry MallP.aule 
Irons, Trans., AFS, Vol 59, 1950, p 277 
incredsed nucleation. Aluminum is known to reduce austenitic f~rain 
si z.e. 
Since nucleation and nodule r,ro-nth are both going on at t.he same 
time and are both P.fi"ected by similar variables, not too much is knoY.n 
about them indepen dentlyo Graphite nodules grow at the expense of 
cementite. Since the graphite is round growing around nuclei and not 
in the highly dispersed form that would rP-sult from direct _precipi-
tation from decomposine cementite, diffusion processes are ciP.fini tely 
invol v~d. Undoubtedly the three diffusion processes no tad in an 
earlier section as proposed by Burke and ~•en all effect rate of 
Growth. There is little relt·lble data Fl.S to Vlhich diffusion process 
is do:11in rtnt and controls the process. The domin;:mt importance of 
~arbon diffusion has been fairly conclusively ruled outo (27) The 
(27) c. :ells, '!f. Batz, R. F. Mehl, Diffusion of Carbon in Austenite, 
Trans, AIME, Vol 188, 1950, p 553 
13 
diff ·1sion ratf~ of iron would also ~:ot, appen.r to he controll:i.n~o If it, 
uere -_·raphi tization ·:rou)d terd to occur at the surface of the piece 
being malleablized, where there woull he no iron to diffase awayo 
Cert.: -d : ~ ly :..l;is is not thf~ ::tc ual cn.se. 
Grapr itizati:m. r·ate· is knov-rn to hP. effec+.ed by tempern~.ure anti 
c r:.emic .'tl conpa~itiono The type of gra~hiti : ·. ation rate curve sho,,·.rn in 
.F'it.- • 2 is gener::}.ll~.r accep·tedo High~r temperatures move the cur·;e to 
the left and the presence of certain alloying elements a1 e '-:-nmm to 
effect its pos-i_ tion, i.e. silicon moves tl1A curve t. 1J thr~ lP ~·t. On 
-the b J.Si s of the large r.umber of curves pr~sen ted by Burke :ind Owen, 
it. waulj ~ tprJ r: .~;r T.ha t the r ela ti ve shrt.pe ~d slope of the c urvc i .s the 
same for 
chan gAs. 
all temperatures and chemical compositions; only the position 
(2J) 
------------------------------------------------·------------------------------
The role nf alloying elements on ~raphi tization is ~ ot well 
c·st·1blisbed. It is conceivable that certain elemer.ts effec+ graphi-
ti '7::J.t.:i. >J; t)y t.heir effect on the stability of CP.ment.i tP.. Not'lbly 
st~~on~( c .-trt-i ~ ;r~ formers such as chromium, molybdenum etc. undoubt c~cily 
inh~ . hi+. RYtl.p t: 1 tiz~ttion throui:h this rtCtior:. This theory ex..;lains the 
the e.ffect of silicon. In analy7.ing fo1· , · : arbich~ in mallP.able irons, 
silico~ l·,: u; b , en f01md associat8d ·;;i th cementite. (2;:) This mi ght 
( ~·9) E. A. S·:.:h.·rar~·. z, C· :emical CoMposi tior of MallPable Iron, Trrms., 
AFSJ Vol ~l, 1>h6, p 101 
lead one to believe that silicon at,oms arc substituted for iton in t.he 
cementite lattice. Such an occurance ':.Vould tend to enforce the c -~.rbide 
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FIG . 2 
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dissociation in that silicon is known to be a weak carbide former and 
would tend to make the cementite more unstable o This very smooth 
explanation is not, hownver, the caseo It has been shown that silicon 
is not present in the cementite lattice, (JO) so therefore, j_ts 
( 30) ~v. S. Owen, The Carbide Phase in Iron-carbon-Silicon Alloys, 
Journal, Iron and Steel Institute, Vol 167, 1951, p 117 
a.ffect can not he the same as other el~ments which are substituted in 
the cementite lattice. Many believe that silicon removes oxygen nhich 
is reported to be a carbide stabi~. izer and thus promotes graphi ti-
zation. ( Jl) It is hnrd to believe that one per cent or mor ~:~ of 
(31) Brown and Hawkes, op.cit., p 6 
silicon is necessary to combine with a few hundredths per cent oxygen. 
' 
Little is known about the formation of other possible silicon compounds 
such as silicon carbide which might help to explain ~he role of silicon 
in graphitizatiano It would appear, however, that the carbide 
stabilization theory is oversimplified and allqying elements may have 
some other additional means of affecting the mechanism of graphitization • 
In conclusion it can be noted that there appears t.o be a grent 
deal to be explained in regard to the mechanism and kinetics of 
graphitizationo Diffusion data must be greatl;; expanded. Nucleation 
and nodule growth are not settled and the present explanation for the 
roles of alloying elements 1eaves much to be desired. 
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GRAPHill.Z.A Tio~· f.XPEHD·f1;J~TS 
the previous section c TNo of th~se investigations are herein r Aported. 
The first is the r;raphi tization of a carhurized ~1, icon stee1 ; the 
second i!:-; the malleat-lizati·:>n of material prequenched from V3.riuus 
temperatures. 
Graphiti?.·~tion of Silicon Steel: 
'rhP mechanism of thP e:'fect of si)icon on graphitizatior'! is 
obscure. In that si~ . icon is reportedly not present in the cementite 
l .'1.ttic~, ()2 ) it would apjJear th:.~.t it must be concentrated in the 
( 32) ~Jwen, op. cit., p 8 
pear1.ite lamella of the white cast iron. This, of COtlrse, presunes 
that it :i. ~ not tied np qs ~ precipi t-3. tP., i oe o with oxygene~ In a 
silicon e1 E"!ctric: ,l st·~el Nhere tho c·:.rbon content is negli;:ible, it 
is fairly safe to a!!Ssu:·ne that the ma.1ority of the silicon is dissolved. 
in the r~~rri te and is thereforn disseminated thr0ugh01lt the material 
more or less tmi.fori'T}lyo The pur pose of this expP-rirr.·~nt :tas to 
ascertRin if this different distrir-,ution of si1icon would have an 
:1ffect on ::raphi tization., 
SamiJ] cs o.f 1 • c;·;·~ and 3. o~·-: silicon electrical sheet ·,vere heated 
in a com,'1ercial carburi7.ing compotmd for 24 hours at l700cF. A piece 
of Ar'T!co iron w~s also included as a control. The samples were cnoled 
and th~ silicon stP-els were found to have small graphite nodul~s in a 
pearlite ma t.rix as noted in the incl urled photomicr ogr;tphs. These 
samples were packed in cast iron chips and reheated an additional 
24 hours at 1700•F. and slow cooled o Graphite particles in a ferrite 
matrix were Observed in this product. The Armco iron had a typical 
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C3.rburized structu.re but did n ot graphitize i r. either case. 
On t ;1c ba.sis o:f the photonicro ~raphs, it is evident th:it the 
cr1rburized silicon stP.P., did graphitizP.. The rnech:1nism wa s a.Jp:.irG~• tly 
the same as in conventional vrhi te iron al tho·..1gh there ·,vas certainl.y 
no cer:1er:ti te in the re;:tction o The graphite nodules are small but 
·.vould most prob~bly h:j,ve grown 'Ni th increased timeo This experiment 
would seem to show that silicon performs as a ~~ r~phi ti 7.er irregardless 
of its internal loc :1tion :1nd thn.t it is possible to obtain graphite 
nodules with011t the interrnediatd necessity of ceMent1te. This is an 
interestin ·.~ poi:-tt. Many have talked of the formation of r,raphite 
nodules throu~~h the break-down of cenen'ti tG. DecomfJOSing cementite 
can, of course, provide a carbo'!'1 potential for graphiti?..ation, but 
it ~~r ould apf.>~ar on the basis of this experiment that carbon does not 
necessarily h~ve to cone from cementite. 
lo5 % Silicon Steel 
carburized 24 Ho,u-s 
S'OOX Nital Etch 
)oO % Silicon Steel 
Carburized 24 Hours 
500X Ni tal Etch 
~· .'.. \ 
\ 
.... , ' . ~: . 
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r.~:.\J 1 eal-: 1 i?.ation of Preguencheri it.1ateria1: 
Bec;J,use of thr' iJOint mF;•nti cmed in the pn~vious s~ction in regard 
to the possible affect of a-.J.steni te on graphi ti7.a.tion, an ~ttempt Yf:1_s 
made to a.djust austenitic Grain size., In heating the bars to an 
austenitic r-:r·1in gro::th ter1p~ratuxe, graphi tizati.on v:as 1mfortunately 
ini tid ted. The resu1 -t,s of the subseqw~n t experi.rnent are none thP less 
''er.· interPsting. 
J/u b::trs e1f r.ro11p C w; i te iron '!V~!re heate-d to various temper 'J.-
tures :inrl <.·rater quenchr~ : ~. SetJar:1te bars were heated to er:;oo, 9r.;oo 
& 1 OS0° :~ . The b2rs were left ~n th~ preheat~d furnaces only several 
minutes- j.1st long enough to A.ttair. furnace co1oro The samples from 
the d50o and 9~ 0 b -,rs shovtecl some graphitization had taken pln.ce 
during heating. Tr.o 1050°, as indic :ttP.d in the photomicrographs on 
the fol1 owi.n< page, sho·ned apprAciable eraphi ti?-atim;. Evidently the 
':mercy of aetivation for gra!Jhiti?.ation had been reachP.d even in the 
short period at 1050°. The sa::1ple~ were mall e:ibli7.ed 'Hi th group J. 
Ther(~ microstructures exhibit the" :~·.1ck Shot" Gonfi~;uration tyf;ical 
of _preq u~=mched material o ThA micr ostruct1U' ..-~s of' the 8~Co, 9~0°, l Ot;Oo 
qlenched f!amples and -:1 sample which received no pretreatment are 
shoY"m on the fo1lowin£~ pages. 
Although austeni t.ic gr:1in size lllfas not altered as hoped, this 
exp~rim~nt does r:ipp~ar to validate the assumption that graphite 
nodules initiated at hi;Yh t.enperatures appeE-ir to have :-t fl~tke 
confir:ura tion. 
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Sample Quenched from 1050° Co Sample: Group C 








Sample Quenched from 10500 c. Sample: Group C 
As Quenched Etched in Ni tal 250X 
2.3 
Sample Quenched from 10500 Co Sample: Group C 
Malleablized Etched in nital 250X 
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Sample Quench~d from 9500 Co Sample: Group C 
N'~alleabli zed Etched in Ni tal 250X 
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Sample Quenched from 850n Cv Sample: Gro11p C 
Malleal:-lized Etched in Ni tal 250X 
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DISCUSSION OF COERCIVE FORCE MEASUREMENTS FOR DETERMINATION OF DEGREE 
OF UALLEABLIZATION 
When refering to the ''Degree of' Malleablization, ,; the extent to 
which the annealing cycle has produced the ultimate ferrite and 
graphite structure is intendedo A conventional malleablizing cycle 
is implied. 
\'here the microstructure can be examined the relative amounts 
of ferrite and pea~lite can be determined and the nature and dis-
tribution of the graphite particles can be observed9 The pnysical 
properties are dependent on these microconstituents and the experienced 
investigator can predict certain PnYSical properties through inter-
pretation of the microstructureo Since physical properties are 
dependent on microstructure and microstructure is dependent on degree 
or malleablization, the ideal situation would, therefore, be a 
technique to deduce the degree of malleablization without the arduous 
task or micro-examination. 
It is the author's opinion that the precise determination of the 
degree o~ malleablization without examination o~ microstructure has 
at best been uncertaino The nature·or moat pnysical tests is euch 
that for various reasons they do not accurate~ or reliably demonstrate 
degree of malleablizationc 
Tensile tests of cast bars appear to leave much to be desired. 
The teat bars ( 33) are usually not perfectly round as prescribed. The 
(33) Specit1cation A 47·52, Ferreous Metale, AST.M, 1952 
commercial tensile bars used in the work described in this theses were 
t! 
as much ae 0.0)0 out of roundo The tensile value for such a bar 
would at beat be ot dUbious accuracy as far as the correlation with 
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the degree of mal"' eahlizat.ion is concernedo Any internal unsotmdness 
or dec .. trburization "1111 al~o affect the tensile det.erminationo Yield 
strength is very difficult to obtain on cast iron bars and elongation 
is also uncertain because of the irregular surface of the bars. 
Hardness measuremP.nts would not appear to be entirely satisfacto~ 
due to the hetergeneous nature of the malleable irono Because of the 
h~terog~neity hRrdness testers using small indenters are subject to 
error and Brinell ( J4) 1 s the most CO"lMOnly used. How~ver, in many 
( 3!") Ibid, Spec. E 1 0-50T 
cases, hardness measurements may not be representative of the material 
be1mv the surface which -r:1ay be different. One hardness reading r.an 
not be represent,ative of an entire pi~ce. 
The amount, of combtned carbon in per cent does not necessarily 
correlate with either of the foregoing because of the influence of the 
configuration and number of the graphite nodules, yet combined carbon 
is one of the most accura.t'3 tests of the degree of malleablization. 
The purpose of the foregoing discussion is not to discrecii t restU. t s 
obtained from tensile ar:d hardn~ss measurements, but to !JOint out the 
need for supplementary techniques for a better determination of the 
degree of rnalleabli?.ation. Such a need may possib]y be filled by 
magnF!tic property measurAment,s o 
It has long been known that certain of the ma~-;netic pro~Jerties of 
II ;f 
an as cast white iron are quite di.fferP.nt from the annealed material. 
At this point it might be noted that some foundries have more or 
less recently started using m.:"lgnetic comparators (35)( 36 ) :thi.ch 
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(3~) 'V. K. Kehoe, ~~~ f:r~ · · t.ic Tf~stin r~ to f: ontr ·JJ Quality of F'errous Alloy 
?ar t9, G . E . ~~ e-v-ien, Vol 47, No. 4, April, 1St44, p 59 
(36) D. E. Bovey, Variable Frequ8nc:·.' Metals r.omparator, 0. Eo heview, 
Vol 50, No 11, November, 19L7, p he) 
essentiqlly rne~sure vari::ttions in reluctl.t.t1Ca. It is understood that 
the majorit,y of this work is involved with sorting pieces using a 
standard piece, known to be satisfactor,y, as a referenceo Most such 
work is ass ~Jmed to be qualitative, but magnetic comparators of this 
type are undoubtedly a valuable foundry tool for the separation of 
incompletely malleablized material. (J7) 
( 37) Sy...,posi 'J11l on Magnetic Testing, AS'l'M., 19}18, p 12 
The primary field of int~erest of t~his investigation is tJhP. change 
in coercive force that occurs durin f~ mal1 eablizationo 
The phYsical significance of coercive force is shown in fi r . J. 
Coercive force, He, is defined n.s the .fiP.Jd strenp;th necessar~· t,o 
reduc8 thA residual induction, Br, to ZP.ro. 
( 38) 
Ro7.arth indicates 
(Jd) H. 1.1. Bozarth, Ferroma~;netism, Van Nostrand, 1951, p 512 
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( 39) R. S. Dean and Co Y e Clayton, The Mechanism of ~teel Harden i.n g 
:md Temperin~ ~s Indic ·1t~d by Coercive Force Measurements, ASM Trans., 
Vol 26, 19Jd, p 2)1 
ma tely linear] y with c;Lrbon content as inrlica. tee1 in fir·. h. The 
assumption of this investigation h 'H1 been that the matrix of a malleab1 e 
iron may be considered as a ferri t.e w:i th increasing and varying amount-5 
of pearJ.i te siMilAr to a Rt.eel. 1'1raphi te is known to be diamagn !tic (LO) 
(40) E. c~. St,oner, Ma~etism and Matter, Methisen, 193h, p 466 
.vi th a negative susceptibility and no therefore graphite nodules are 
considered on 1 y as voids as far as their effect on the magnetic 
properties of the rnalleablized samples is concerned. A completely 
malle ~ bl.i~ed samvle v.-ould therefore be expected to have the coercive 
force of ferrite. It rni ::ht be further assumP.d that the coercive force 
of a malleab1 ized or partially malleablized sample might be correlated 
with otlHH' physical properties and vti th other physical and chemical 
tests o 
·rhere are a fe,., clues in the literature which tend to valid _lte 
the foregoine assumption. In ::i survey of many t"errous products, 
P1rtridr,e (hl) F;ctVe some dat~ for malle1ble irons. That pa::·t of hts 
-~ . ---·---------------------------------
(hl) J. ; ~. Partridge, Jo of Iron and Stes1 Institute, Vol 112, 1~25, 
p 191 
data applicable to this project is indicated on thf.~ fol107finr, page. 
;• 
FIG. 4 
CARBON CONTENT VERSUS 
COERCIVE FORCE 
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1, Comb. Carbon 'I, Free Carbon %Si Coercive Force 
Oersteds 
2.1L o65 o8l 12 .. ? 
.24 2.87 1 0 ; , 3 9 ~ . -
.JL 2.~ 1 .. ~7 .~J 0::: 
.G6 2o28 ~?. 26 ?.0 
.28 2 of.t 2 .:· .. . lj6 ..., i-.j c ~ > 
1.1 1 ol.tO 2 0 7l 7ooS 
loJ5 1 .. 1:,1 4.16 J .-4 ·~ . ' 
Per cent Per cent Per cent T.imi t of CoP-rcive 
Coml:. Co Free Co Si Induction Force 
GA.ue~>s Oerst~ds 
1.)5 1. 71 2.c;4 10,000 12.0 
1.25 10 72 2.87 10,000 1).1 
lol7 lod2 J.41 10,000 12.0 
.d8 l.j8 4 .. 76 10,000 9.3 
.09 2.C:S2 6.04 8,000 2.2 
.09 2.52 6.04 4,500 1.7 
On the basis of this data Partridge points out that silicon 
decreases magnetic induction and remainence and maximum permeability. 
He indic ~.t tes that silicon also reduces coecive J"orce and hystersis 
loss both in as cast and ::innealed materia). On the b ~sis of other 
data, he concludes that mang·-tnese and chromium increase coercive 
'force al thouc~h they decre·~se rem::1inencf" J aluminum increases coercive 
for ce and phosphorous has 1i tt, e effect. 
Mess kin and Kussmann ( 42 ) V, ve the following data in their text: 
(42) ~·; . S. Meskin and A. Kussmann, Die Fnrrorn.egnetischen Le!:ierungen; 
J. Springer, Berlin, 1932, p 3~3 
Per cent Per cent Per cent Coercive Force 
~~-·- Frea c. Si Oersted~ 
-
0 2. 32 1.16 1. 30 
0 2. 30 1._12 lo22 
0.18 2.2) 1.20 1 • .:36 
0.22 2.16 1.20 2.~2 
1.10 1.16 0.56 8.')0 
0.94 1.04 0.56 7.20 
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Thts daiA-'1. Hould .qppear to substantiate the conclu'3ions of 
Partridge. Sch·.vartz (43) gives some data for malleable irons and the 
( h 1) H. A. Schwartz and C. H. Junge, Young : s Modulu~ of Elastici-ty and 
Some 1-i.elated Properties of Graphitic Materials, Proceedine;s, ASTht, 
Vol 41, 1941, p 818 
values for several iron samples given conventional anneals is given 
bel ow: 
Total Carbon Free Carbon Silicon Brinell Coerciv-e 
Per cent Per cent PP.r cent Hardness Force 
O~r sterls 
2.r;) 2.~() lo06 112 1.16 
2.58 .,. 2.56 lo04 106 lo92 
It would appear on the basis of all the foregoing, that, assuming 
fai:tly constant silicon content, the coercive force should be a 
fnnction of the combined carbon; all ot.her factors which might affect 
coercive force being constant. It is well established (44) that 
(L4) Symposium on Malleable Iron Castings, Proceedings, ASTM, Vol )1, 
Pnrt II, Tech Papers, 19)1, p 317 
other physicals can be correlated ·rl th combined carbon, assuming a 
constm t number and confi~uration of ~~raphi t,e nodules. 
It is assumed that test pieces coming from malleubli'l.ing cycle 
will be essentially stress free. (45) Ruprecht demonstra t ed very 
(h~) 'li. J. Huprecht, Ph.ysica1. Propertie~ of MaJleable Iron, USM 
Thesis, T 984-, 1)151 
c]early that stressed ma11eable samples h<ive 3. higher coercive force 
th.!ln those Nhich are stress free. 
In Rummation, the experimental work described in the following 
sections is based on the conjecture that deP,ree of malleablization 
can be de:nonstrated by measuremAnt of coercive force. 
JL 
3S 
COERCIVE FOECE MF~SUkEfJF:NTS 
EXPEH~AL PROCEDU~ 
Dre oara tion of .Sam,;~: It was decided to obtain samples of Si~Veral 
cornme!'cia) 1vhi tP. irons ;md gi .ve them annealing treatments with 
V3.ryin g first stage malJ eab1 izir~h times to oht.ain specimens 'tri th 
various de~rees of malleablization over as wide a gradient as possible. 
Three-eights inch cast rounds for coercive force measur~ments 
::md standard tensile bars were obtained from four malleable iron 
foundries. (46 ) All ware received in the"as cast 11 condition. These 




Albion Malleable Iron Company, Albion, Mich. 
·.vagr.e.:- Malleable Iron Company, l1ecat~ur, 111. 
Chicago Mal 1 eable Castings Company, Chicago, IlJ. 
Federal ~ialle .qble Company Company, Milwaukee, fi s . 























Group D was rec eived late in the pro.iect, and almost all the 
experiT!lental :.vork was done with Groups A, B, and Co , Fo1 lowing h8at 
tre:{ tment, as d~scribed in the followinr; section, the 1 1 / 2 inch long 
coercive force samples were cut from the J/8 inch rounds. The samples 
were sectioned from the bar wi_ th a water cooled abrasive cut-off 
wheel. Care was taken to avoid introducing stresses throueh cold 
:forking or heating during the cut-off operation o It has bean noted (47) 
(h7) V. H. Gottscha1k, Development of Coercimeter, U.S.BoM., Rol. 3400, 
19)8 
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that stresses int,roducP.d by a hack saw cut will show up in su~sequent 
coercive force de+.ermina tions o All of the coercive force samples were 
radio:_;r8.pherl and ~.:.1 though some showed internal defects, none were 
thrown out. The radiograph of a representative group is sham on the 
following p.q~e. AJ thouf;h the faults appear exaggerated in reproduction, 
·'}roup A appears to be generaJ 1 y unsmmd and Group B seems to be almost 
perfe~t. 
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4 rr:in. X-h.ay expos'J.re, 70 KV, 10 ra, 30 F' to T Distance 
Type M Film with • 005 Lead Screen, Con ta.c t Print 
Samplas 1 through 10, Left to h.ight 
Heat Treatment ££_~)am )les: It ,...,ight be notE?ri at this point th~1t 
the otject of the rnalleabli7.ing treatMents used in t.his inve~tiga ~. l0n 
\'Vas not necessarily to develop optimum ph:--rsic~J.] prop,;rties - but i!'lsteClc! 
to produce vthat r;·ight be called v~rtous drq=;re .-'s \\ II Of fJOOrn f~S:S o The 
aim ...-as to produce various de .~reAs of rrF..Lllea~lizat.icm o 
The general type of annealinp; cycle used is shown graphically 
in :F'i ;?, • 5. A furnace ·nas preheated to 1 700°"E o and sa"Ylples were added 
from time to time. After all sampJ es ·:ter~ ] oarled and .vr:re at. rurn.~c~ 
temperature the furnace was allcr«ed to cool. ii.. very slav-, cooling ra tP 
was used to below the A1 o The 1 ogs of the runs of thE: samples 
reported is included in the apiJendixo In all but one cycle· ".he 
samples were sealed ·:ri th cast iron chips i~ a metal tube o In that one 
run r-l heliur.t atmosphere was usedo In all r1ms a Ceilibrated alu.":lel-
chromel thermocouplB was placed in tha vmrk retort. The ternperat,~.lre 
,,..as checked usinf; a potentior.1eter. There was no variation in excess 
of ~ lS 0 from 1700°F. in any runo There ~~s a dro~ of approximately 
10•F o upon the addition of a new sanpl e to the load :md this a~counts 
for th(.~ principle portion of the va:ri ,~, ti on not nd abov c- o 
Since the cooling rate ·.vas very ~l.o·,, it .·ras assum.::;d t hat there 
'! ~H:> little or no temperature vari·-.tion \vi thin the load and so, th (~refor ·- , 
the SP.cond stage graphiti?.ation was considered constant for al1 
samples of any given load. 














ANNEAUNG TEM~ 1700° 
t t 
c.. 4 6 a 
FURNACE PREHEATED TO 
1700° BEFORE FIRST 
SAMPLE ADDED. 




Principles and O;eeration oJ the Coerc~oetera Coercive force 
'' II measurements were made using the so-called Model 2 Coercimeter 
designed by the u.s. Bureau o£ Mines. (4B) 
(48) V. H. Gottschalk, Developement' and Application of the Coercimeter, 
H.I.J400, U.S.R.M., 1938 
Essentially this instrument operates on the principle of drawing 
a seconda~ coil over a previous1y magnetized specimen within a sole-
noid which compensates the magnetic effect of the sample. The curr~nt 
in the solenoid is adjusted so that no defiection is noted in the 
galvanometer in the secondary coil circuit. Knowing the current in 
the sol enoid 1 the coercive force of the sample can be calculated by 
the formula: 
H0 in oersteds • ~ni 
This is the formula for the magnetic force of the solenoid, where 
n is the number of turns per centimeter of length and I enuals the 
current in amps. It is realized that where abso1 uta determinations 
are desired, a solenoid correction factor (k) is normally applied to 
any value obtained above. This £actor for the Model 2 coercimeter, 
with a 10 inch solenoid and 1 1/2 inch sample is 0.998) and was 
ignored in that 1 t is beyood the precision measure of the ammeter o 
The ammeter can be read to .005 amps and this is the limiting factor 
as far ~s precisiOn measure of the coercimeter is concerned. Values 
r 
to ! 0.1 oersteds are valid on the basis of the accuraqy of the 
ammeter. Any attempt to get valaes of greater precision than 0.1 
oersted is or dubious value without reinstrumentationo 
The formula above reduces tos 
for the Model 2 Coer~imeter. 
(A factor of 1} o)li was used by prAvious investi .~a t .Jrs 11sinc 
this instrurnt;nto The error ·nas dne to an erroneous ci c~ te :r-
mina tion of' the number of turns <n the sol cn oi c~ o All of 
the post-war values reported throu~h rtupecht's thesis ( 4~) 
should be mul tipJied by a factor of approximately 2.) 
(49) Ruprecht, op.cit., p 33 
A diagramatic sketch of this instrument is sho·m in Fie 6 and 
a picture of an identical instrument in l•ig 7. 
The advantages of this type instrument are: 
1. It utilizes small sanp1es which can be uniformly heat 
treated. 
2. A fair degree of experimental r eproducitili ty is evident. 
J. It can be used on samples h~~.ving size and shape variat ..ions. 
It is realized that there are other methods for a more precise 
and accurate determina tian of coP. rei ve .force such as the Fahy 
Permeameter, (50) however most such instruments are not sui table for 
(50) R. L. Sanford, Magnetic Testing, Cir 456, Na t ional Bureal.l of 
Standards, 19L.6 
Ll 
cast samples. Improvements for the coercimeter gained in the w·ork on 
this thesis will be s~ggested in a later sec t ion. 
In operating the coercimeter, trH~ samfJle was fi r t1t ma~;n e tized in 
the cradle of the magnetizing coil shown in fi;;ure b o The ma t:-?1 •.:'tizin g 
coil has been previously opera ted from a 12 volt batter) .. , but in t hat 
a relatively constant D.c. current suppJy was available a potential oi' 
80 volts was used giving a current of approximately 1 amper e , th e reby 
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USBM MODEL 2. coERC\ME1ER 
producin g a magn c:.tic force of approximately 100 oerst~d;,o ':'h e vr1lue 
of the magneti~ing coil force varies de 1->endin ;r, on the location 
between the poles of th '3 cradle chosen for measur (·Hnent but is more 
than 100 oersteds r.1 OS8 to ei thAr pole. ( Sl) 'T'he m~gru~ti?.ing current 
(51) Gottschalk, opo~it., p 40 
\Vas made and broken approximate1 y 10 times. The s.:uni.Jle ·,-,as then 
introduced into the primary coil in a direction so that the residual 
magnetism opposed the pr1.mary current. The sample v::1s pos j tioned at 
the same place in the primary coil in each determination so that the 
initial position in relation to the secondary coil nas always the same. 
The current was then adjusted so that no galvqnometer 1eflection was 
noted upon moving the secondary coi 1. 
The primary solenoid was kept in an east-west position during 
all tests. Variations of as much as 0.2 oersteds are reported betweAn 
t~e north-south and east-west positionso(52) 
(S2) Gottschalk, op.cit., page !,O 
EXPEHIP..~NTAL DATA 
Hardness Versus Coercive Force: On the following page is somP. da+,a 
relating hardness to coercive force. The hr=trdness measurem~nts were 
actually made on the coercive force samples. Some of the samples run 
in the heat treating cycles WAre not usAd for coer ~ ive force 
determinations because the samp~es could not be properly positioned 
in the in~trument without machining. It was felt that machining 
might introduce stresses. In the table the s;::jmp1es are identified 
by run number, chemistry group and sample number. The samples are 
arranged in the table according to decreasing coercive force. 
The hardness measurements indicated are based an thP. average of 
three Rockwell B determinations converted to Brinell. (SJ) 
(53) Hardness Conversion Chart, ASM i~dbook, 1~48, p 101 
Figure 8 on page 47 is a plot of this da~~o 
t G 
Tc.ble 1 
H·trdnesR Versus Co~rcive Force 
Run Chemistry Sam~_)le Coercive Force Hardr. e s~ 
Number Designation Number OerRtecls Brine11 1 
2 c 8 ~.2 321 
2 c 6 7o 7 262 
2 c 7 7.4 240 
3 B 2 6.1 176 
J c 1 6.0 210 
4 D 8 5.h 172 
4 D 3 5.2 165 
4 B 1 5.1 176 
4 D 2 Sol 172 
4 B 5 5.1 16)J 
3 B 1 5.1 169 
4 B b 5.1 162 
4 B 8 4.6 169 
2 c ') 4.6 162 
4 D 3 lJ .6 156 
J c 2 L.6 147 
3 B 10 4.3 144 
3 B 5 4-3 137 
3 A 1 4-3 125 
J B 3 4.2 135 
3 B 1 ).8 139 
u B 1 ).8 1)9 
3 B 4 ).8 1)0 
3 A 2 ).8 1)0 
1 A 9 ).6 135 
3 B 9 3·5 144 
3 B 6 ).) 130 
3 A 10 ).3 130 
3 B 8 Jo2 1)7 
3 A 3 ).2 119 
3 A 5 )oO 137 
3 A 4 2.7 125 
3 A a 2.7 119 
3 A 7 2.6 112 
1 Converted from Rockwell B I .' ( ( 
F IG. 8 
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Tensile Strength Versus Coercive ~orce: In run numb~r 3 ear.h sam~le 
/
. II 
consisted of a stand~rd tensil~ bar and a 3 8 rolmd from which a 
coercive force sarnp1 e was subsequently cuto The t".VO !Jieces vrtere "'lir~d 
together and introduced into the .furnace at the sa:r.-te ti·1~c Th~ dat~ 
from thP. tensile, hardness :m.d coercive force measurements is on the 
next page and plott~d on the fol101·Ving pageo 
An explanation of thA ra+,hP.r poor correlation is included in the 
discussion of the datao 
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Table _g_ 
Physical Propert~ies of SampJ es from Hun 3 
Sa:nlJle Ter siJe Hardness i!ardness Coercive 
Designation Strength Tensile Bar H§ Sample Force 
PSI Brinell rinell ~ste<is 
A-1 58,700 159 J 25 Uo) 
A-2 S9, 200 143 130 ).8 
A-3 56,400 143 119 )o2 
A-L 51,0001 131 125 2.7 
A-c; S7 ,400 140 137 ).0 
A-6 56, ocr 140 137 ).2 
A-7 56,600 1)1 112 2.6 
A-8 5L ,900 134 119 2o7 
A-9 S7 ,ooo 131 13~ ).6 
A-10 5t) ,2CO 128 1)0 J.) 
B-1 71., 000 269 169 5.1 
E-2 68o 700 2tJ~ 176 6.1 
B-3 72,500 187 135 L.2 
B-4 65,400 170 lJO 3·3 
B-5 66,400 16) 1)7 4.3 
B-6 6), 700 16) 1)0 ).3 
B-7 66,000 156 1)9 ).8 
B-8 6),200 172 137 3.2 
B-9 62,500 159 144 3-5 
B-10 62,900 137 1L4 4.) 
C-1 13,000 285 210 6.0 
C-2 68,000 217 147 4.6 
C-3 7C,SOO 285 190 2 
C-4 65,400 2L~5 156 
c-5 67,000 1~7 169 
c-6 69,000 207 169 
C-7 69,000 1Y7 156 
C-8 68, )00 19~ 156 
C-9 70,SOO 201 159 
C-10 69,000 17h 1)0 
1 Sample Piped 
2 Coercive Force Va1 ues Not Av::1ilable 
FIG . 9 
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Micros~ture Versus Coercive Force: MetalJot.~r:1phic P.xtmin<d;ion s 
wer ·.: made of ap~roxim,J. te1y thirty of the coercive force sam~l es . 
In r,en e r:tl it appeared, on the basis of these examinations, that as 
the relative amount of cementite decreases and the amoun t of thn 
graphite nodules increase, the coercive force decreases o On the 
SJ 
following pages a group of microstructures is present~do They 
represent a gradient of coercive force valueso S 'i Ch is iden t ifi c>d as 
to sample designation and hardnesso 
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Sample: Greup c, As R~eeived 
Hardness: BHN 340+ 
H In excess or 15 oersteds c 
Photomicrograph at 2t;OX Etched in Ni tal 
Sample: 2-C-8 
Hardness: BHN 321 
He 9o2 oersteds 
Phot ornicroeraph at 250X Etched in Ni tal 
54 
Sample: 2-6-c 
Hardness: BHN 26? 
H8 7 o 7 oe:- ~tede 
Photomicrograpt'l at 250X 
'Stt-hed in Ni tal 
Sample: 
Hard u n~ss: 
H 
c 
P.HN 2 Lt ; 
l.L o f~r~t-~ls 
!~tch~d in Ni taJ.. 
Sample: 2-G-5 
Hardness: EHN 162 
H 4o6 oersteds 
c 






·~ ...., '., ! t :, 
5'6 
57 
Hardness: BHN 156 
He Lo6 oerstede 
Photomicrograph at 250X Etched in Ni tal 
58 
Sample: ~-C-2 
HardnPs~: BHN ll~ 1 
He Lo6 oersteds 
?hotom:tcro(r.ra.phs at 2~0X Etched i:1 Ni tal 
.<j '-
.
,l.lJi. __ --· •' ~ I '' \ 
. · . 
. '" '· 
.~ .... r -




Sample: 3-B-1 0 
HardnesE;: BHN lldJ 
He L o 3 oer ntt=~ds 








Hardness: BHN 137 
He )o2 oersteds 











Hardnesg: BHN 125 
He : 2o7 oersteds 
Photomicrograph at 250X Etched in 1Ni tal 
- ------------- . --~ --
~rmination of the .:-~.elative Effects of Cementite and Ferrite 0!1 
Coercive f<'orce 1 
In the previous discussion the assumption was m:1de tha t th~ 
coercive force of the samples va.ried with the re1 ~i ti ve runmm ~- s of 
cementite and ferri teo It was RSSumed that cernenti t P. harl a hi gher 
coercive force than ferrite and as the r elrl ti v :"l a~oun t of cemen ti t r: 
decreased in relation to the ~mount of ferrite, the coercive force 
of the alloy mixture also decreaserl .. 
To check this assumption, three samp1 es knmm t o have rel3. ti vely 
large amounts of cementite, were treated r-t ccordinr; to the follo"'v:ing 
62 
procedure. The samples were heated to soo• r .. and air coo1 ed to avoid 
any ntress reliAving effect in subsequent heati_n i:- They '."tere t.hP.n 
ma~~etized and t.he coercive force checkedo Hfithout being demagnetized 
the samples were immediately heated to 500°F., a temperature above the 
A0 , and air cooled. They were again checked for coercive forceo The 
results are as follo'.Vs: 
Sample No. 
2 - 8 - r. 
2 - 7 - c 
2 - 6 - c 
Coercive Force 







The results would seem to validate the original ass ·,unpti on. The 
coercive force of the samples after t he residual maE~etisrJ of the 
cementite was remov f~d appears to be very close to those samp, es 
containing l ittle or no cementiteo 
DISCUSSICN OF F:XFEHD:!l<Jl'JTAT, t-lES:ILTS 
The hardness versus coercive force vCJ.lues ap.:,ear to correl-1te 
fairly well. There are, how ,~ver, two obvirius sources of erroro One i c: 
the necessity of using .. ~oclovel 1 hardnesf:> det.errrtin:Itions on th~ smq_ll 
coercive .force samples. Although the aver..'lge of three re:Fi..:_nr:s was 
taken, it can not be accurate and the conversion to Brinell is ncaver 
exact. Ir the samples were larger and Brinell readings could be 
taken a greater degree of accuracy could be €'Xpected. 'l'he second 
possible error is in the techniqw~ of ma'kin :; coercive forcP. measure-
' .·. ' 
men ts. In the methorl of mar,neti za ti on use<i, one can never l:1e sure of 
the effective magnetizing forceo It can easily be demonstratP.d tlFJ.t, 
due to the reluct.:mce of t.he air gap, a sample slit;htly shorter than 
the cradle will not be as completely mar,netized as one vlhich to ; u~heR 
both po1es. 
It would appear on tho basis of the data obtained that the c. ~; o :; 
silicon spread bet·Neen the s ·.:smple g:roups has no di scernable effect. 
It would also appear that the samples which were so obvi ,;usly uns-)ur1d 
worked perfectly satisfactorily.. Sevt:~ral ~Jamp- es noted as · e~ng 
unsound, i.e. 3-A-9, fall in t,he straight line portion of the C(Jercive 
force versus hardness curve o This would se~r.1 to indica. te tha +_ the 
sample sonndness is of only minor import::mce .. 
The outstandir.g error in co111.p<-1.rin~-~ th'-:> coercive force to the t,ensi 1:~ 
st.ren~th is that. the two separate samp1e.c; did not .~.·eceive the 8 :-\Me 
degree of malleah1ization.. Hardness variations bet·.veen thA co<:.>rc~ VI' 
for~e and tensile samples noted in T8.b1e 2 :Joint out thi3 point.. -L'his 
discrepancy makes thi:-; data of li ttJ.e or no va1 ue c 
The microstructur'3S are most il1 umin '-tti:1g and speak for themselves. 
The relationship is clearly demonstratedo 
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POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS AND INDUSTHIAL APPLICATIONS 
If the instru:nent, could be redesigned so that co~rcive force, 
tensile and hardness determination caul d a,l1 be made from the same 
samp1 e the technique described in this paper for the determination of 
deeree of malleablization might have userul industrial applicationo 
, 
It is the author s tmderstanding that many foundries run pilot lots 
of tensile bars to adjust subsequent malleablizine: cycles. It would 
appear that coercive force values from such a rnn would greatly 
enhance the rsliabili ty of assumptions based on a pilot rnn. 
There may very '-'fell be a way to instrument coercive force deter-
minations utilizing an oscilloscope. This ~auld eliminate the 
inaccuracies involved in the two step operation and also speed up 
the determination, but would possibly reintroduce those und~sireable 
errors noted earlier ~hich are associated with magnetic comparators. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In regard to the mechanism of graphitization the conclusions 
noted earlier on pages 17 and 20 eeem to be indicated by this work. 
In general it might be noted that there appeare to be a fertile field 
f'or investigation in regard to the mechaniem or graphitization. 
It would seem that the relationship between coercive force and 
degree of malleablization ha~ been demonstratedo Coercive force 
appears to decrease with decreasing proportions of cementite in the 
materialo There would appear to be possible practical application 
for this phenomenono 
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APPENDIX 
Logs of Hea tin F~ Cycles 
1~un ~ ~o. 2 
































: ~ ovemher L, 19r; 3 
Coercive Fore~ Sa~plHs 0f Chemistry 
Glow-Par ~ietor t ·.-;i thout Vacu·m 






























Furnace Coo1 fron lJLCo 
1 
All samples in sealed containers 
h7 
:-te1"'1arks 
l Sanple Added 1 
3 Sa"'!''ple A.irted 
5 Sample Aciderl 
6 Sample Ajde i 
1 Sar.1ple Added 
d Sample Added 
Start Cool 
Start Control Cool 
Furnar:e shut off 
because of otJH!r 




Hun No. 3 March 4, 1954 Mal1eablizing 
Materials Tensile and Coercive Force Samples of CheMistry A , B 
and C o Total )0 of each type. 







































































10 Samples Added ~ 
9 Samples Added 
8 Samples Added 
1 Samples Added 
6 Samples Added 
5 Samples Added 
4 Samples Added 
3 Samples Added 
2 Samples A< ided 
1 Samples Added 
Start Cool 
Start Control Coo'l 
1 Helium now rate at appo 10 cuo fto hr. except when samp1.es being 
added; then app. 30 CUo fto hr. rate. 
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LOG 
Run No. l~ 
Material: 
March 11, lYSL. Malleablizing 
Coercive Force Samp1es of Chemistry B & D 
Furnace: Lab Muffle Furnace AutomRtic Control 
Time Tempo °Fo 
-













l. Automatic Control: % so from 1700. 
All samples in stainless steel tubes 
F() 
Her:urks 
1 Sample Added 
2 Sample Andert 
3 Sample Added 
4 Sample Added 
5 Sample Added 
6 Sample Added 
7 Sai11ple Added 
d Sample Added 
Current Shut Off 
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